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Coaching For Optimal Player Development

Coaching For Optimal 

Athlete Experience



Kids hard on themselves

Kids unable to overcome “failure”

Kids quitting!!  

 



Something needed to change…… 



1. We (coaches)  

make a difference 

in the athlete’s 

development, 

enjoyment, & 

success



 2. A “growth 

mindset” allows for 

optimal athlete, 

development, 

enjoyment, & 

success



 3.   Focus on the 

“process” to create a 

“growth mindset”

 



 4. Use tools to 

create an 

environment 

where a “growth 

mindset” will 

flourish



1. We (coaches)  

make a difference 

in the athlete’s 

development, 

enjoyment, & 

success



What do you 

want the kids 

to take away?

What do you 

want to take 

away?

Why do 

you coach?



“Fun”

“Friends”

“Improve”

“Compete”

                                        



Personal Development 

Athletic Development

&

Fun!



How do we do it?



 2. A “growth 

mindset” allows for 

optimal athlete, 

development, 

enjoyment, & 

success



Create A “Growth Mindset” Environment



Carol Dweck 

“Growth”     

vs        

“Fixed” 

mindset



How does a 

“growth mindset” 

lead to optimal 

development, 

enjoyment, & 

success in sports?



Growth vs. Fixed

Growth                                   Fixed

Skills are built              vs.             Skills are born

Focus is on the process      vs.      Focus is on the outcome

Effort will lead to growth    vs.    Effort is not necessary

            



Growth vs. Fixed

Growth                                   Fixed

Embraces challenges         vs.       Avoids challenges

Mistakes = learning        vs.          Mistakes should be avoided                            

Feedback is appreciated      vs.     Feedback is taken personally                                                                                                                                           

                                                               

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             



Can coaches teach a “growth mindset?”

Can athletes acquire a “growth mindset?”

YES!!



How can coaches teach a “growth mindset?”

Focus on the “Process”

&

Factors the athlete can control 

(energy, attitude, & effort)



Positive Feedback

                                

                               “Great effort!”           

    “You worked so hard!”       “Great teamwork!”                                                                          

“Great energy!”



Negative Feedback

 Based on Effort (lack of)

        Used to Teach (5:1)                  Team First

Team Rules

           

                      

   

                          



The “Growth Mindset” Killer

Batting Average!!



Quality At-Bats (QAB’s)

     -Hit the ball hard             -Walk

     -Hit and run                     -Sacrifice

     -Hard swings                   -Advance runner



 3.   Focus on the 

“process” to create a 

“growth mindset”

 



To create a “Growth Mindset,” 

focus on the “Process”



Physical         

&      

Mental 

Preparation                               



”Players who get the most 

out of their talent develop a 

system (process) that 

becomes their focus.” Mike 

Scioscia, LA Angels of 

Anaheim

 



 4. Use tools to 

create an 

environment 

where a “growth 

mindset” will 

flourish



“Growth” Or “Process” Mindset Tools

Performance Journals

Circle of Control



Tool #1-Performance Journal

Focus On The Process

Aspects They Control

Team First

Reduces Stress



Performance Journal

Season Goals

Outcome- What do I want to achieve this season?

Process- How will I achieve these goals?

These goals must be revisited! 



Performance Journal

Pre-Practice/Pre-Game Goals

How will I help the team today?

What are my physical goals today?  How will I 

achieve these goals? 

What are my mental goals today?  How will I 

achieve these goals?



Performance Journal

Post-Practice/Post-Game Thoughts

How did I help my team today?

What did I do well today (physically & mentally) & 

why?

What can I work on (physically & mentally) & how?



Coaches Performance Journal

Season Goals

Outcome- What do I want to achieve this season?

Process- How will I achieve these goals?

These goals must be revisited!



Coaches Performance Journal

Pre-Practice/Pre-Game Goals

What physical skill(s) will I focus on today?

What mental skill(s) will I focus on today?

What will my energy level be today (1-10)?

Who will I connect with today (whose energy tank 

will I fill)?



Coaches Performance Journal

Post-Practice/Post-Game Thoughts

How did I do with the physical skill(s)?

How did I do with the mental skill(s)?

What will I work on at the next practice/game?

How was my energy today?

Did I connect with a player today?



Performance Journal

Easy Version

What did I do well today, and why?

What can I work on, and how?



Tool #1-Performance Journal

Focus On The Process

Aspects They Control

Team First

Reduces Stress



Parent “Buy In”

Talk to parents about a “growth” mindset

Talk to parents about journaling

Ask parents to check in on their athletes journaling 

prior to, and after practices and games 

ESPECIALLY AFTER games!



Tool #2- Circle Of Control

Focus on the process

Eliminates unwanted thoughts

Relax, improve focus, & improve confidence



Tool #2- Circle Of Control

LOSS OF CONTROL!!

               Score                                    Coach

              Umpire                                 Parents

            Last Pitch                            “In the red”

           Teammates                     “Game speeding up”



3 C’s For The Circle

CONTROL- Control your thoughts

COMMIT- Commit to your plan

COMPETE- Forget about everything, and compete!



Circle Of Control

Outside The Circle

CONTROL- Check in on thoughts/ body language- 

“Relaxed and Ready”.  If not ready, use RELEASE.

COMMIT- To the Plan- “I’m hunting fastballs in 

the strike zone.”  “Ground ball to me, I’m throwing 

to first.”



Circle Of Control

Inside The Circle

Relax- Deep breath

Positive Thought- “Mash.”  “Hit this to me.”

COMPETE

 



Release

Take off hat, undo-redo batting gloves, take off 

glove, throw a little dirt, knock cleats with bat



3 Levels 

Know it (know techniques & why we use them)

Do it (practice the techniques)

Own it (it comes natural so they can compete!)

These levels apply for ALL mental tools



Practice, Practice, Practice

Circle of Control skills must be practiced

Create situations that test the player's emotions

Everyone is different!



BONUS IDEAS TO CREATE A 

GROWTH MINDSET!



Team Release

Team Release



Team Release Ideas

Let them choose their own

Flush it!

Next Pitch!                       Compete!

Moving on!



Body Language

The mind can be led by 

changes in the body

Head up, chest up, 

shoulders back

“Get BIG!”



“Life Lessons”

Reporter- “coach, what a great 

year.”  

Coach- “I won’t know for 20  

years”(Wooden)



“Life Lessons”

My life lessons for the year-

Be a great teammate

Practice a growth mindset

Take personal responsibility for growth

REVISIT THESE



Themes



Themes

Shoreview 14AAA Mindset

With great effort, I can reach my true potential

Fail Harder!!

I will always put team first

I am in control of my thoughts

I will compete to the best of my abilities  



Themes

Control What You Can Control



Themes

Next Pitch



Themes

Obstacle 

Or 

Opportunity?



Themes

Attitude 

Is a

Decision



Post-Game/Post Practice Huddle

Your Thoughts?

Help The 

Team?

Goals?

Raise-Ups



1. We (coaches)  

make a difference 

in the athlete’s 

development, 

enjoyment, & 

success



 2. A “growth 

mindset” allows for 

optimal athlete, 

development, 

enjoyment, & 

success



 3.   Focus on the 

“process” to create a 

“growth mindset”

 



 4. Use tools to 

create an 

environment 

where a “growth 

mindset” will 

flourish



Resources

”Mindset” (Dweck)

”Sport Psychology for Youth Coaches” (Smith & Smoll)

”Heads Up Baseball” (Ravizza & Hanson)

”The Double Goal Coach” (Thompson)

Positive Coaching Alliance (Website)

Trainugly.com (Website)



  Contact- mindritetraining@gmail.com

Website- www.mindritetraining.com

Facebook- MindRite Training

Twitter- Travis Rogers @MindRiteCoach

Instagram- Travis Rogers @ MindRiteCoach

mailto:mindritetraining@gmail.com
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